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Imaginary Architecture 
and Spatial Immediacy




Unbuilt and unbuildable architecture represents an
imaginary world beyond the reality and experience
of built architecture. Digital technologies have
transformed not only the design process but in-
creasingly blurred the frontier between the ﬁctive
and the real space. How can imaginary architecture
relate to the experience of built space? Other than
the previous lecture based on the “haptic in archi-
tectural design,” I will focus on aspects beyond the
physical qualities, like Sylvia Lavin who will speak
here tomorrow. It is the mood, the atmospheric, to
grasp characteristics that have been ignored in the
abstract constructive and deconstructive way of
architectural theory. Referring to the current dis-
course on projective practice, I will trace the idea
of spatial immediacy, and “the effect of presence”
that Michael Fried has deﬁned as an essential cha-
racteristic of shape. 
In the theory on the ”critical“ and the ”projec-
tive“ practice shape seems to operate by way of
performative properties and spatial experience.
Shape is interpreted as situational and contingent,
in contrast to the essential, abstract, and immaterial
realm of form. Its twelve attributes are hence, as
Robert Somol suggests in 12 Reasons to Get Back
into Shape: ”illicit, easy, expandable, graphic, adap-
table, ﬁt, empty, arbitrary, intensive, buoyant, pro-
jective, and cool.“1
Shape operates with “the seduction of contour,”
with the ”calculated vagueness“ of the surface area
that sometimes rely on the presence and mere size
of large-scale buildings. For Somol, the work of
Rem Koolhaas and oma, such as ”the twisted knot“
of the Central Chinese tv building, operates with
“the graphic immediacy of logos, generating a new
identity” and thus seems to exemplify the speciﬁc
qualities and potential of shape.2 cctv is a kind of
cornered loop created by six approximately rectan-
gular elements but with a deviation of a few gra-
des. Its two main towers are interconnected at their
basis by a common platform and joined at the top
via a cantilevered L-shaped overhang. cctv repre-
sents a new species of an ”exceptionally perceptive
and adaptive organism,“ that accommodates all
major functions of media at national scale within a
single shape. Beside cctv, other projects such as
the NeWhitney, the Seaterminal Zeebrugge, or the
Dutch Embassy also use this strategy of a ”cake-tin
architecture“ for accommodating all programmatic
elements within a single shape. Like a distorted
rhomboid that is hollowed out at its core, they
appear like a residue, a ”leftover packing material
for an object that has been removed.“3
By characterizing it as a “minimalist frame for a
monumental void,” Somol paraphrases Carl Andre
deﬁnition of the art object as “a thing is a hole in a
thing it is not.” However, to a much greater extent,
he draws on Michael Fried’s polemical description
of minimal art, which he calls literal art in ”Art and
Objecthood.“4 For Fried, shape in minimal art deci-
sively depends on “the effect of presence,” because
it implies both a speciﬁc environment and the be-
holder moving in it. Hence, it is ”incurably theatri-
cal“, the shape objects are seen as actors on a stage
deriving meaning from their singular effectiveness
as mise-en-scène. When one perceives the shape
object in its spatial context, in “the expanded ﬁeld”
of the architectural conditions, it signiﬁcantly pro-
motes an awareness of the physical ”presence,“ and
thereby ”theatricalized the [viewer’s] body, put it
endlessly on stage.”5 This effect of theatricality is,
for Fried, subversive, deﬁant, and to his mind, fun-
damentally inimical to the essence of sculpture. In
his opinion, ”art degenerates as it approaches the
condition of theatre.“6
Experiments
Although Fried saw it as a negative impact on art,
most artists in the sixties and early seventies the-
matized the involvement of the viewer in installati-
on art and happenings, and considered it a positive
and very creative possibility. Not only for artists but
also for architects, this idea became central. They
took utopian ideas as a metaphor for liberty and
new social conﬁgurations, by presenting experimen-
tal projects and visions of non-plan, moveable envi-
ronments, inﬁnite megastructures, and ﬂoating ent-
ities. Archigram propose an urban concept of inde-
terminacy and ”emergent situations“ arising from
spontaneous encounter. The environment is with-
out any ﬁxed spatial conﬁguration and ideal form
but rather emphasizes individuality of action and
space. According to Peter Cook, ”The ‘building’ is
reduced to the role of carcass—or less,“ a concept
that is close to Koolhaas’ idea of a ”cake-tin archi-
tecture.”7
As an exploratory environment, the idea of a
traveling Instant City airship introduces a moveable
structure that only temporarily lands in a favored
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place. Embracing both megastructures and small-
scale ”kit-of-parts“ shelters, Archigram’s projects do
not only put emphasis on optimization and efﬁcien-
cy of standardized elements but also on the experi-
mental aspects for the individual users. What is
vital and more important than a technologically
advanced structure is the experience supplied by a
“responsive” environment. However, these prefabri-
cated systems inevitably imply a high degree of pre-
dictability and control of the design. 
Conceiving ”ﬁt environments for human activi-
ties,“ Reyner Banham contrasts the controlled envi-
ronment where one has a limited range of environ-
mental choices with the controllable or responsive
environment that provides the more fully backgro-
und conditions for what he describes as an ”inter-
determinate open ended situation.“8 Due to the
advances in plastic technology, the inﬂatables beco-
me a symbol of the responsive environment freed
from the constraints that have bounded architectu-
re. It does not reduce architecture to traditional
aspects of space or construction that can be seen as
its essence, but rather opens up new subjects. Ban-
ham’s plastic dome, Michael Webb's Cushicle and
Archigram's Environmental Bubble represent une
architecture autre, a term that Banham derives from
the French art  critic Michel Tapié's un art autre,
who connects this term to raw, seemingly unﬁnish-
ed, anti-formal experiences.9
Likewise, Sylvia Lavin argues against the essence
of things like plastic material that goes across the
borders of art forms. In contrast to Fried’s moder-
nist position to reduce art to its very essence, pla-
stic lacks essential characteristics that could be
assigned. In contrast to the modernist materials
such as glass, steel, concrete or stone, plastic seems
to be an artiﬁcial material without a nature. As a
synthetic liquid material that is now after a molding
process in a stable state, the jointless surface of pla-
stic does not only allow a differentiation of material
densities ranging from solid, translucent, to almost
invisible. Plastic material is now virtually everywhe-
re in everyday life, with a pervasive use within the
human body. This condition resonates with Kool-
haas’ assumption that ”the cosmetic is the new cos-
mic…“10
For Lavin, the deployment of plastic entails the
use of techniques of plasticity. The new forms rela-
te to the inventiveness made possible by new
material conditions and material techniques. Lavin
claims that, additionally, plasticity has given way to
new structures and experimental conditions, and a
new “density of experience.“11 Projects such as
Diller/Scoﬁdio's Blur Building operate with the pla-
sticity of a solidifying atmosphere that provides the
visitors’ sight with changing opacity. 
Koolhaas' early works in the seventies, such as
Exodus—The Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture, or
the project of the new city Melun-Sénart, also
represent an experimental architecture that put for-
ward utopian visions of autonomy, indeterminacy,
and instability of space. Based on his theory of the
Manhattan skyscraper as a social machine, these
projects are conceived as a kind of Constructivist
social condenser for generating new forms of en-
counter.
In the Exodus project the territory of the Strip is
conceived as a series of square public monuments,
where the inhabitants can encounter experimental
forms of community initiated by the institutional
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setting. They can program their moods and have
hallucinogenic experiences, or they can take part in
a violent spectacle. By means of a hermetical enclo-
sure, Exodus insists on its autonomous nature devo-
id of any kind of interaction with the existing urban
context. Though its inmates are conscious of being
kept in conﬁnement, they ﬂee from their private ur-
ban realm into this artiﬁcial paradise inside the wall.
In Imagining Nothingness Koolhaas assumes that
”only through a revolutionary process of erasure
and establishment of ‘liberty zones,’ conceptual
Nevadas where all laws of architecture are suspend-
ed, will some of the inherent tortures of urban life
—the friction between program and containment—
be suspended.“12 Out of this Biblical theme of the
Exodus of the Israelites from slavery in Egypt, archi-
tecture has becomes an instrument for migration,
social interference, experience and freedom. 
Utopian visions of other worlds, other times and
other states of mind, and the quest of ideal society
always function as social and political criticism.
According to Henri Lefebvre, ”utopia has been dis-
credited, it is necessary to rehabilitate it. Utopia is
never realized and yet it is indispensable to stimu-
late change.“13
Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle and Raoul
Vaneigem’s The Revolution of Everyday Life pre-
sumes the total alienation of social relations in a
space that is a mere collection of images, a stratum
of commodities. Instead of further visions of an
ideal plan, Debord emphasize the importance of
imaginations in order to change our perception of
urban space. People should become aware of the
ephemeral nature of the city and the next civilizati-
on to come. Transforming both space and social life
means to construct new situations and encounters
by chance in everyday life. The new social event is
then the immediate experience initiated by archi-
tecture, the revolutionary event, such as the 68’
student revolting.
A tool of the virtual
Likewise in the recent architectural discourse deca-
des later, the qualities of shape are described to
enable alternative realities, to promote the emer-
gence of new social events, the virtual in architec-
ture. In Notes around the Doppler Effect and other
Moods of Modernism Somol and Sarah Whiting out-
line the new conditions of shape in the architectu-
ral practice are an instrument for ”projection.“14
Though arguing against ”the oppositional strategy
of critical dialectics,” they present the binary model
of shape versus form, the critical versus the projec-
tive position, representation versus performativity,
dialectic versus atmosphere. Further, this view is
synonymous with difﬁcult and easy, autonomy and
instrumentality, index and diagram, the acting
methods of Robert De Niro and Robert Mitchum,
as well as with hot and cool media. 
The reference to Marshall McLuhan’s distinction
between ”hot“ and ”cool“ media should demon-
strate the different effects of the performance on
the user. In contrast to hot media such as ﬁlm,
radio, or the photograph, which are well ﬁlled with
data, and hence ”high-deﬁnition,“ cool media like
television, the telephone, or a cartoon provide only
a small amount of precise information so that much
has to be ﬁlled in by the audience. For McLuhan,
”hot media are, therefore, low in participation,“
while ”cool media are high in participation or com-
pletion by the audience.“15 Introducing a scientiﬁc
metaphor that is perceivable and measurable such
as the Doppler Effect in architecture should explain
the effects of the virtual, its multiple contingencies
and overlaps with politics, economics and theory.
However, the Doppler analogy in architecture
remains vague and inexact, because it is not clear
what terms should be related to each other.
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The promoters of shape further construct a con-
trast between Peter Eisenman's highly articulate
forms, and Koolhaas' diagrammatic and non-speci-
ﬁc shape projects. In Eisenman's indexical reading
of the frame structure of Le Corbusier's Maison
Dom-ino the substantial architectural parts are not
reduced to mere geometry of the structural require-
ments. It serves as a self-referential sign, which
Eisenman deﬁnes as the ”minimal conditions for
any architecture.“16 Hence, he interprets the spe-
ciﬁc location of the columns as a deliberate conﬁ-
guration that intentionally reinforces the particular
geometric relationship between the two different
sides of the rectangular plan. By contrast, in Kool-
haas' reading the frame structure, namely the steel
skeleton of the typical Manhattan skyscraper, is the
most potential architectural diagram for instigating
unprecedented events and behaviors. Projecting a
multiplicity of virtual worlds on a single metropoli-
tan site, the diagrammatic section of a skyscraper
such as the Downtown Athletic Club becomes an
instrument of the spatial discontinuity for produ-
cing new events. Hence, ”the diagram is a tool of
the virtual to the same degree that the index is the
trace of the real.“17
In this discourse on ”post-criticality“ the projec-
tive practice is conceived as a model, in which the
architect is ﬁnally freed from many responsibilities
to program, society, or technological resources. It
gives rise to new design creativity as well as profes-
sional, efﬁcacy in an expanded ﬁeld beyond the dis-
ciplinary constraints. By contrast, the critical positi-
on is blamed that it has exhausted the architectural
practice by inhibiting originality and excluding any
interdisciplinary approach. 
Paraphrasing Michael Fried's notion of the ob-
jecthood of minimal art, Pier Vittorio Aureli claims
that architecture by Koolhaas, Herzog & de Meuron,
Diller + Scoﬁdio, or mvrdv is merely concerned
with its contenthood. For Aureli, ”the superﬁciality
of Shape is nothing but the solidiﬁcation of excess
content, metaphors, meanings, and symbols with-
out sense … Shapes can be interpreted as hierogly-
phics; incomprehensible, yet their stubbornly ﬁgura-
tive and symbolic character wants to be deciphered.“18
Once more, it is the work of oma that is consi-
dered to perform a bridging between the efﬁcac-
ious business practices and an avant-garde architec-
ture. In 1994 Koolhaas presumes that ”the problem
with the prevailing discourse of architectural criti-
cism is [the] inability to recognize there is in the
deepest motivations of architecture something that
cannot be critical.“19
Under the ”regime of the Y€S“ now ”maybe
some of our most interesting engagements are un-
critical, which deal with the sometimes insane
difﬁculty of a project, with the incredible accumula-
tion of economic, cultural, political but also logisti-
cal issues.“20 The new tasks of a consultancy such
as amo, the reverse of oma, is to reorganize large
corporate identities, so that the architect has beco-
me a content and ”identity providers“ for a targe-
ted group of consumers, an urban ethnographer
and ﬁeldworker, a collector and manipulator of sta-
tistical data who grounds his projects in analysis.
Despite his earlier celebration of the generic and
the typical, Koolhaas characterizes the cctv buil-
ding as ”a new icon… not the predictable 2-dimen-
sional tower ‘soaring’ skyward, but a truly 3-dimen-
sional experience, that symbolically embraces the
entire population.“21
Autonomy and the avant-garde
This current position has challenged the dominant
paradigm of criticality in architecture that under-
stands autonomy of the arts as the precondition for
engagement, ”enabling critique, representation, and
signiﬁcation.“22 The historic avant-garde movement
has always been related to  issues of political and
social transformation. It calls for critical resistance
against a system, in which architecture is rendered
as a pure economic factor stripped of its social
tasks. In Architecture and Utopia Manfredo Tafuri
cites Victor Shklovsky's defense of absolute auto-
nomy in art, because this attitude will render the
design unsuitable for any propagandistic purpose.23
Shklovsky’s idea of ostranenye, or “making the fami-
liar strange” of the artistic language, means a se-
mantic distortion of the established code and thus
enables new conﬁgurations both in artistic and
social terms. Yet, Tafuri distinguishes between
avantgarde art and architecture, because, operating
in the real space, architecture alone is able to re-
program the urban organism as a ”social machine.“
There cannot be a speciﬁc class aesthetic in art or
architecture but only an operative criticism, which
essential task is ”to do away with impotent and
ineffectual myths, which so often serve as illusions
that permit the survival of anachronistic ‘hopes in
design’.“24 Hence, architecture should abandon the
position of realistic proposals and turns to utopian
visions, because those concepts contain unexplored
and unlimited possibilities. 
Focusing on the work of Rem Koolhaas, I have
related the qualities of shape thematized in current
architectural theory to the visions of the sixties and
seventies, their intentions, experiments and ima-
ginary architecture. Both periods aim at generating
new forms for social events by architectural means.
And both rely on the performative qualities of
space implying an “effect of presence” and imme-
diacy that appears to be theatrical, contingent,
situational. These visions involve a psychogeography
of space, though most of these projects are ﬁctive,
unbuilt and probably unbuildable, 
Even further, in the modernist lineage of self-
referentiality and criticality it seems to be good and
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favorable for the design concepts, if they are not
built. To built for instance Constant’s New Babylon,
Archigram’s Instant City or Koolhaas’ Exodus pro-
ject would require the most devious plans and
laborious and costly operations, an imagination
which would only conﬁrm that they are amongst
the purest paper architecture ever planned. For the
Constructivists, unbuildable projects became almost
a norm for inverting conventions of the given,
despised building types. To imagine the unfeasible,
the deliberate impossible in architecture, Vladimir
Tatlin’s monument to the Third International with
living spaces that would have to rotate at three dif-
ferent speeds up and down the spiraling tower is a
case in point. These ideas are less grounded in
reality than in utopian visions, closer to “nothing
is impossible” in constructive and social terms. 
However, though the new practice has a lot of
similarities with the imaginary visions of previous
periods, where is the revolutionary force to shake
the foundations of society? Rather, it is cynical to
interpret cctv as a building “generating a new
identity”, an “experience, a canopy that symboli-
cally embraces the entire population.” Even if the
ideas of the sixties and seventies are naïve and
idealistic imaginary architecture, and most of the
projects are unbuildable, this utopian moment is
currently not there. 
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